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J. Sz:EP has introduced in his papers [2] and [3] the notion of the general 
decomposition of a ring and has solved the corresponding inverse extension 
problem for two rings. The Sz:Ep extensions of rings are the ringtheoretical 
analogues of the factorisable groups in group theory. J. SzENDREI has 
shown that for the Sz:EP extensions of rings some theorems hold which 
are similar to the corresponding results in the theory of factorisation of 
groups [I]. In this paper we generalize a result of SzENDREI and show 
that for special extensions one can give some decomposition theorems. 
Let R and P be two arbitrary rings. The elements of R are denoted 
by o, a, b, ... , those of P by 0, IX, {3, ...• The Sz:EP extension problem is 
to construct all rings Sl, such that ffl contains two subrings @)1 and @)2 
isomorphic to R and P with @)1 n @;z =0 and such that ffl+ is the direct 
sum of the modules @)1+ and @;z+. We call every solution ffl ofthis problem 
a Sz:EP extension of R and P. The Sz:EP extensions of R and P can be 
obtained as follows: 
In the set ffi=R·P of the (ordered) pairs {a, IX) (a E R, IX E P) we 
define equality, addition and multiplication by the following relations: · 
(A) 
(B) 
where 
(C) 
(a, 1X)=(b, {J) "'* a=b, IX={J, 
(a, 1X)+(b, {J)=(a+b, IX+{J), 
(a, 1X)(b, {J)=(ab+IXzb+a(J,, az{3+1Xbr+1X{J), 
IXza, a~X, E R, aziX, IXa, E P 
are functions of two variables and satisfying the following conditions: 
(D) txzo = OIXr = Oza = aO, = o, azO = Oa,= OziX = IXOr =0. 
The structure ffi just defined is a ring if and only if 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(tx + {J)za= IXza+ {Jza, 
( IX{3)za = 1Xz({J za), 
IXz(a +b)= IXza+ IXzb, 
IXz(ab) = (1Xza)b + (1Xa,)zb, 
a( IX+ (3),= aiXr+a(J,, 
a(1X{3),= (aiXr)fJ,, 
(a+ b )IXr = aiXr + b~X,, 
( ab )IXr = a(biXr) + a(bziX ),, 
a(IXzb) +a(IXbr)r= (aiXr)b + (aziX)zb, 
(1Xza)(J, = IXz(a(J,) 
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and the dual equations hold. These rings ffi are all Sz:EP extensions of 
R and P up to isomorphy. (R, 0) and (o, P) are subrings of ffi and 
ffi+= (R, 0)++ (o, P)+, (direct sum of modules); (R, 0) R:J R ((a, 0)-+ a), 
(o, P) R:J P ((o, ~> -+ ~). 
Suppose now that ffi is a given Sz:EP extension of R and P, which we 
denote by ffi=R + P. 
Let Po be the set of elements e of P such that 
(7) 
holds for all elements a, b E R. If e. (J E Po and ~ E P, then we have 
(e-a)za=a(e-a),=a((e-a)br)r=o, <~e)za=a(~e)r=o from (l) and (2). 
Further we deduce from (4), (l) according to (7) a((~e)br)r=a(~(ebr) + 
+~(ezb),)r=(a~,)(ebr)r+a(~(ezb)r)r=O. Likewise we can prove that (e~)za= 
=a(e~),=a((e~)br)r=O. This proves that Po is a (two-sided) ideal in P. 
Let Ro be the set of elements r of R such that 
(8) 
holds for all elements ~. f3 E P. Then Ro is a two-sided ideal in R. 
A sub ring T of P is called admissible if arc, ra, E T holds for all r E T, a E R. 
As to the ideals P0, Ro SzENDREI has proved the following theorems: 
Theorem I : If the functions (C) with the conditions (D), (1)-(6) 
are defined for the rings R, P, then Ro resp. Po are admissible ideals of 
R resp. P. 
Theorem 2 : In a Sz:EP extension ffi of R and P the set (Ro, 0) resp. 
(o, Po) is the maximal ideal contained in (R, 0) resp. (o, P). Further 
(Ro, Po) is an ideal in ffi and (Ro, Po)= (Ro, 0) EB {o, Po) (direct sum). 
Theorem 3: If az~. ~a, E Po and ~za, a~ E Ro for all a E R, ~ E P, 
then 
ffi/(Ro, Po) R:J R/Ro EB PfPo. 
The last theorem may be generalized as follows. We consider the rings 
RfR0 and PfP0 and construct a Sz:EP extension of these rings by defining: 
(a+Ro, ~+Po)+(b+Ro, (J+Po)=(a+b+Ro, ~+f3+Po) 
(a+Ro, ~+Po)(b+Ro, f3+Po) = (ab+(~+Po)z(b+Ro) + (a+Ro)(f3+Po)r, 
(a+Ro)z(f3 +Po)+ (~+Po)(b+Ro)r+~f3) 
where by definition 
(~ + Po)z(b + Ro) = ~zb + Ro, 
(a+ Ro)(f3 + Po)r = af3, + Ro, 
(a+ Ro)z(f3 +Po)= azf3 +Po, 
{~ + Po)(b + Ro)r = ~br +Po. 
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These definitions are independent on the particular choice of the 
representatives in the classes. For example: let tx' = tx (mod. Po) and 
b' = b (mod. Ro) then we get (tx' + Po)l(b' + Ro) = a~,z'b' + Ro and tx' = 01, + a~,o, 
b'=b+bo with a~,o EPo, bo ERo then a~,z'b'=(a~,+~h(b+bo)=a~,zb+a~,ozb+ 
+a~,zbo+a~,ozbo = a~,zb (mod. Ro) as a~,ozb=a~,ozbo=o (7) and a~,zbo E Ro (theorem 
1). The other cases are treated similarly. The functions just defined 
satisfy the conditions (D), (1)-(6), therefore we have obtained a Sz:EP 
extension gt' of RfRo and PfPo. Clearly the map (a, a~,)~ (a+Ro, a~,+Po) 
is a homo:rp.orphism of 8t = R + P onto gt', as the multiplication in gt' is 
defined by (a+Ro, a~,+Po)(b+Ro, {J+Po)=(ab+a~,zb+afJr+Ro, az{J+a~,br+ 
+a~,{J+Po). The kernel of this homomorphism is the ideal (Ro, Po) in 8t. 
Therefore we have proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 4: Every Sz:EP extension 8t=R + P induces a Sz:EP 
extension 8t' ~R/Ro + PfPo as defined above and 8tf(Ro,Po) ~RfRo + PfPo. 
Remark. In the special case that aza~,, a~,ar E Po and txza, atxr E Ro for 
all a E R, 01, E P we get 8tf(Ro, Po) ~ RfRo EB PfPo, which is again 
theorem 3. 
We now suppose that 8t=R +Pis a given Sz:EP extension of Rand P 
which means that four functions a~,za, atxr (E R), aza~,, a~,ar (E P) with (D) and 
(1)-(6) are given. Moreover we assume that 
(9) 
for all a E R, 01, E P. Then the number of functions is reduced to two. 
We obtain now the Sz:EP extensions of Rand P satisfying condition (9) 
by solving the following equations: 
(10) 
(ll) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
txzo=Oza=o, azO=oza~,=O, 
(a~,+ {J)Ia=a~,za+ {Jza, 
(a~,(J)za = a~,z(fJza), 
a~,z(a+ b)= a~,za+ a~,zb, 
txz(ab) = (a~,za)b + (aztx)zb=a(a~,zb) + (bza~,)la, 
{Jz(a~,za) = txz({Jza). 
According to (9) the equations (10)-(15) come from the corresponding 
equations (1)-(6) and condition (D). The equations (4) and (5) are contained 
in equation (14). The functions (C) may be considered as operator pro-
ducts; in this sense P is a left and a right operator set for R, and con-
versely. By (9) all left operator products are equal to the corresponding 
right ones. Henceforth we shall write all operators on the left side, as 
we did already in the formulas (10)-(15). 
For the rings 8t=R + P satisfying (9) Sz:EP has proved the following 
theorem: 
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Theorem 5: In every ring ffi=R + P satisfying (9) there exists an 
ideal O=A EBB (A~ R; B ~ P) and ffi/0 R:i RfA + PJB, where ffi/0 is 
a commutative ring. 
With the aid of theorem 4 we can determine ideals A and B 
satisfying the conditions of theorem 5. To this end, let {J, {J' be 
arbitrary elements of P. Now we have: ({J{J'-{J'{J)za=({J{J')za-({J'{J)za= 
= {Jz({Jz' a)- {Jz'({Jza) = {J{({Jza)- {Jz'({Jza) = ofor all a ER. And: ({J{J'- {J' {J)z(ab) = 
= a(({J{J'- {J' {J)zb) + (bz({J{J'- {J' {J))za = o, therefore (bz(fJ{J'- {J' {J))za =o, (all 
a, bE R) which implies that {J{J' -{J'{J E Po for all {J, {J' E P. So we see, 
the ideal generated by the commutators {J{J'- {J' fJ of P is contained in Po. 
Similarly we can show that the ideal generated by all commutators 
bb' -b'b of R is contained in Ro. Now the ring ffi/(Ro, Po) is commutative. 
For(a+Ro,~X+Po)(b +Ro,{J +Po)= (ab+ ~Xzb + fJza+Ro,azfJ +bz~X+~X{J +Po)= 
(ba+{Jza+~Xzb+Ro, bztX+azfJ+{J~X+Po)=(b+Ro, fJ+Po)(a+Ro, ~X+Po), as 
ab-ba E Ro and tx{J- {Jtx E Po. This shows that we may choose for 0 the 
ideal (Ro, Po), as ffi/(Ro, Po) R:~ RfRo + PfPo (theorem 4)· and (Ro, Po)= 
= (Ro, 0) EB (o, Po) (theorem 2). In the special case that the rings R and 
P both are commutative, then clearly m is also commutative, and for 0 
we can choose the zero ideal. In this case the ideals A and B both are 
the zero ideal. 
Theorem 6: Let ffi=R + Pbe a Sz:EPextensionof R andPsatisfying 
condition (9). Then m has a unit element (a, tx) if and only if 
(16) ab+txzb=b, bztx=O, {Jza=o, azfJ+txfJ=fJ, ab=ba, tx{J={Jtx, 
holds for all b E R, fJ E P. 
Proof: If (a, ~X) is the unit element of m, then (a, ~X)(b, 0)=(ab+~X1b, 
bz~X)=(b,O) for all bER, and ab+~Xzb=b,bztX=O; and (a,~X)(o,{J)= 
=({Jza,az{J+~X{J)=(o,{J) for all {JEP, and {lza=o,az{J+~X{J={J. From 
(b, O)(a, ~X)=(ba+~Xzb, bz~X)=(b, 0) and (o, {J)(a, ~X)=({Jza, azfJ+{J~X)=(o, {J) 
we infer that ab=ba and ~X{J={J~X. Conversely, if the condition (16) holds, 
then (a, tX}(b, O)=(b, 0) and (a, tX}(o, {J)=(o, {J) therefore (a, tX)(b, O)+(a, ~X) 
{o, {J) = (b, 0) + (o, {J) = (b, {J) or (a, tX}(b, {J) = (b, {J) for all (b, {J) E ffi. Likewise 
we have (b, {J)(a, 1X) = (b, {J), and (a, 1X) is the unit element of m. 
Theorem 7: In a Sz:EP extension ffi=R + P satisfying (9) with 
unit element (a, ~X) the elements ~Xzb resp. ab form an ideal A1 resp. A2 
in R and R=A1 EB A2, the elements azfJ resp. ~X{J form an ideal B1 resp. 
B2 in P and P=B1 EB B2. 
Proof: For the elements ~Xzb in R we have: 1Xz(b1- b2) = tX1b1 -tX1b2 and 
r(tXzb) = ~Xz(rb)- (bz~X}zr (14) = ~Xz(rb) (16), (~Xzb)r = ~Xz(br)- (b1tX)zr (14) = ~Xz(br) 
(16). So the elements ~Xtb form an ideal A1 in R. For the elements ab in R 
we have: a(b1-b2) =ab1 -ab2 and r(ab) = (ra)b= (ar)b (16)=a(rb), (ab)r= 
=a(br). So the elements ab form an ideal A2 in R. Likewise we can prove 
that the elements az{J resp. ~X{J form an ideal B1 resp. B 2 in P. Taking b=a 
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and {3=1X in (16) we obtain a2+1Xza=a, aziX=O, IXza=o, az1X+IX2=1X, 
therefore we have the formulas: 
(17) a2=a, IX2=1X, aziX=O, IXza=o. 
Now we see that the elements IXzb are invariant under the (left) operator"': 
1Xz(1Xzb) = 1Xz2b = IXzb; the elements ab, on the contrary, are annihilated by "': 
IXz(ab) = IXz(b- IXzb) = IXzb- 1Xz(1Xzb) = IXzb- IXzb = o. If the element c ( E R) 
belongs to A1 and A2, then IXzC = o and IXzC = c which means that c = o. 
We see that A1 n A2 = o and every element b = ab + IXzb ( 16) with IXzb E A1 
and ab E A2. It follows that R = A1 EB A2. In a similar way we can show 
that P = B 1 EB B2, (the elements azf3 are annihilated by "'' the elements 
IX{J are left invariant). This completes the proof of theorem 7. 
If (a, IX) is the unit element of ffi:, then generally a must be in the 
center of R, but a need not be the unit element of R. A similar remark 
can be made about the element"' of P. We have, however, the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 7a: If (a, IX) is the unit element of ffi:, and R and P are 
rings without zero-divisors, then a resp. "'is the unit element of R resp. P, 
(a*O, IX#O). 
Proof: From ab+IXzb=b (16) it follows that a2b+a(1Xzb)=ab, but 
a2=a (17) therefore a(IXzb)=o for all b ER. So we have IXzb=o, and ab=b 
for all bE R. As ab=ba (16), a is the unit element of R. Likewise we can 
prove that "' is the unit element of P. 
Now we want to investigate the ring ffi=R + P further. 
First we have the following relations: 
(18) A1A2=A2A1=o; B1B2=B2B1=0. 
(19) (B1)zA1=(B2)zA2=o; (A1)zB1=(A2)zB2=0. 
(20) (B1)zA2 C A2, (B2hA1 C A1; (A1)zB2 C B2, (A2)zB1 C B1. 
If 1Xzb1, ab2 are arbitrary elements of A1, A2, then we have: (1Xzb1)(ab2) = 
=((1Xzb1)a)b2=(a(1Xzbl))b2=o, as we have seen in the proof of theorem 7a. 
And: (ab2}(1Xzbl)=(b2a)(1Xzbl)=b2(a(1Xzbl))=o, as before. Therefore A1A2= 
=A2A1=0. Likewise we can prove that B1B2=B2B1=0, ((18) also 
follows directly from R=A1 EB A2, P=B1 EB B2). 
If azf31. 1Xzb2 are arbitrary elements of B1, A~, then we have: (az{31}z(1Xzb2) = 
((azf31)1X}zb2 = o, as (az{31)1X = 1X(azf31) = 1X({31- 1X{31) = 1X{31- 1X{31 =0. And: if 
1X{31, ab2 are arbitrary elements of B2, A2, then we have: (1X{31)z(ab2) = 
= 1Xz({3u(ab2)) = 1Xz(({3ua)b2 + (azf31)zb2) = 1Xz((azf31)lb2) = ((azf31)1X}zb2 = o, as we 
have seen. The second formula of (19) is treated in a similar way. 
If az{31, ab2 are arbitrary elements of B1. A2, then we have: IXz( ( azf31) z( ab2)) = 
= 1Xz((azf31)zb2) = (1X(azf3I))zb2 =o, as 1X(azf31) = 1X({31- 1X{31) = 1X{31- 1X{31 =0. This 
implies (azf31)z(ab2) E A2. The other three cases of formula (20} can be 
treated in the same way. 
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It may be remarked that the ideals A1 and A2 are admissible ideals 
in R, and B1 and B2 are admissible ideals in P. Indeed, as P=B1 EB B2 
(theorem 7), we get PzA1 = (B1 E8 B2)zAI = BuAI EB B2zAI Co EB A1 (19) 
and (20), and as R = A1 EB A2 (theorem 7), we find RzB1 =(AI EB A2)zB1 = 
=AuBI EB A2zB1 C 0 EB BI (19) and (20). As PzAI C AI and RzB1 C B~, 
we conclude that AI and B1 are admissible ideals in Rand P. Likewise 
we have that PzA2 C A2 and RzB2 C B2, from which we infer that A2 and 
B 2 are admissible ideals in R and P. 
Theorem 8: In a Sz:EP extension ~=R + P satisfying (9) with 
unit element (a, ex) the induced extension AI + BI, AI and BI being the 
ideals defined above, is a direct sum of AI and B~, and A2 + B2 R:i A2 EB B2. 
Proof: In the extension AI + BI we have the addition and multi-
plication: 
(cxzbi, azf3I) + (cxzb2, azf32) = (cxzbi + cxzb2, azf31 + azf32) 
(cxzbi, azf31)(cxzb2, azf32) = ((cxzbi)(cxzb2) + (azf3I)z(cxzb2) + (cxzbi)(azf32)r, 
(cxzbi)t(azf32) + (azf3I)(cxzb2)r + (azf3I)(azf32)). 
But (cxzbi)( azf32)r = (azf32)z(cxzbi) (9) = o ( 19I), ( azf3I)(cxzb2)r = (cxzb2)z(azf3I) (9) = 
=0 (19a); and (azf3I)z(cxzb2)=o (19I), (cxzbi)z(az/32)=0 (19a). Therefore 
(cxzbi, azf3I)(cxzh azf32) = ((cxzbi)(cxzb2), (azf3I)(azf32)). Using (19) we can also 
prove that A2 + B2 R:i A2 EB B2. 
Theorem 9: The Sz:EP extension~ of theorem 8 has the decomposi-
tion: ~ = A1 + B2 EB A2 + B~, where AI, A2 and B1, B2 are the ideals of 
theorem 7. 
Proof: In the extension A2 + BI we have the addition and multi-
plication: 
(abi, azf3I) + (ab2, azf32) = (abi + ab2, azf3I + azf32) 
abi, azf3I)(ab2, azf32) = ((abi)(ab2) + (azf3I)z(ab2) + (azf32)t(abi), 
(abi)z(azf32) + (ab2)z(azf3I) + (azf3I)(azf32)). 
But (azf31)z(ab2) = (azf3I)z(b2- cxzb2) = (azf3I)zb2- (azf3I)z(cxzb2) = (azf3I)zb2 (191), 
and (azf32)z(abi) = (azf32)zbi (19I); (ab1)z(azf32) = (abi)z(/32- cx/32) = (abi)z/32, as 
(ab1)t(cxf32)=0 (194), and (ab2)z(azf31)=(ab2)zf3I (194)· Therefore 
(ab1, azf3I)(ab2, azf32) = (a(b1b2) + a(f3Izb2) + a(f321bi), az(biz/32) + az(b2z/3I) + 
+ az(f3I/32)) = (a(bib2 + /3I1b2 + /321bi), az(b1z/32 + b21/3I + /3I/32)). 
~ow the map (b, {3) --+ (ab, azf3) is a homomorphism of~ onto A2 + BI, as 
(b1, /3I) + (b2, /32) = (bi + b2, /3I + /32) --+ (a(bi + b2), az(f3I + /32)) = (ab1 + ab2, 
az/31 + azf32), (bi, f3I)(b2, /32) = (b1b2 + /3I1b2 + /321bi, biz/32 + b21/3I + /3I/32) --+ 
--+ (a(bib2 + f311b2 + /321b1), az(biz/32 + b21f31 + /31/32)) = (ab1, azf3t)(ab2, azf32). 
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The kernel of this homomorphism is the ideal consisting of those elements 
(b, f3) such that (ab, azf3) = (o, 0) i.e. the ideal {At, B2). Likewise we can 
show that A1 + B2 is an ideal in ffi. As A2 + B1 n A1 + B2 = (o, 0) and 
every element {c, y) is representable as (iXzC, <Xy)+(ac, azy) with (iXzC, <Xy) E 
E A1 + B2, (ac, azy) E A2 + Bt, it is clear that ffi=At + B2 EEl A 2 + B1• 
This completes the proof. 
Now we want to investigate the ring ffi=R + P, satisfying (9) with 
(a, <X) as an annihilator of the ring i.e. (a, <X) (b, f3) = (b, f3) (a, <X)= (o, 0) for 
all elements (b, f3) of ffi. Here we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 10: Let ffi=R + P be a Sz:EP extension of R and P 
satisfying condition {9). Then (a, <X) is an annihilator of ffi if and only if 
(21) ab+<Xzb=o, bziX=O, f3za=o, azf3+<Xf3=0, ab=ba, <Xf3=f3iX, 
holds for all bE R, f3 E P. 
Proof: If. (a, <X) is an annihilator of ffi, then (a, <X)(b, 0) = (ab + 
+ <Xzb, bziX) = (o, 0) for all b E R, and ab + iXzb = o, bziX =0; and {a, <X)(o, f3) = 
= (f3za, azf3 + <X{3) = (o, 0) for all f3 E P, therefore f3za = o, azf3 + <X{J =0. From 
(b, O)(a, <X)= (ba + iXzb, bziX) = (o, 0) and (o, f3)(a, <X)= (f3za, azf3 + f3iX) = (o, 0) we 
infer that ab=ba and <Xf3=f3<X. Conversely, if the condition (21) holds, then 
(a, <X)(b, O)=(o, 0) and (a, <X)(o, f3)=(o, 0) therefore (a, <X)(b, O)+(a, <X) 
(o, f3) = (o, 0) or (a, <X)(b, f3) = (o, 0) for all (b, f3) E ffi. Likewise we have 
(b, f3)(a, <X)= (o, 0) and (a, <X) is an annihilator of ffi. 
Theorem 11: In a Sz:EP extension ffi=R + P satisfying (9) with 
annihilator (a, <X) the elements ab resp. iXf3 form an ideal 0 resp. D in R 
resp. P and 0 EEl D is a zero-ring and an ideal in ffi. 
Proof: For the elements ab in R we have: ab1-ab2=a(b1-b2) and 
c(ab)=(cb)a=a(cb) (21), (ab)c=a(bc). So the elements ab form an ideal 0 
in R. For the elements <X{J in P we see that they form an ideal D in P. 
Taking b=a and f3=iX in {21) we obtain a2+<Xza=o, az<X=O, <Xza=o, 
az<X+<X2=0, therefore we have the formulas: 
(22) 
For the direct sum 0 EEl D we have: (ab1, iXf3t) + (ab2, <Xf32) = (ab1 + ab2, 
<Xf31 + <Xf32), (ab~, <Xf3t)(ab2, iX{Jz) = (ab1 · ab2, <Xf31· <Xf32) = (a2b1b2, <X2f31f32) = (o, 0) 
(22). 0 EEl D is an ideal in ffi. For {c, y)(ab, <X{J) = (c(ab) + yz(ab J + (<Xf3)zc, 
cz(iXf3)+(ab)zy+y(<Xf3)) and c(ab)=a(cb), yz(ab)=a(yzb)+(bzy)za (14)=a(y1b) 
(21 ), (<Xf3)zc = <Xz(f3zc) = - a(f3zc) (21 ), Cz(iXf3) = <X(czf3) + (f3zc)z<X ( 14) = <X(czf3) (21 ), 
(ab)zy=az(bzy)= -<X(bzy) {21), y(<Xf3)=<X(yf3). Therefore {c, y)(ab, <Xf3)= 
=(a(cb)+a(yzb)-a(f3zc), <X(czf3)-iX(bzy)+<X(yf3)) EO (f) D. Likewise we can 
prove that (ab, <X{3)(c, y) E 0 EEl D. Then 0 EEl D is an ideal in ffi. 
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Theorem 12: If 0 resp. Dis the ideal in R resp. P of theorem 11, 
then ffi/0 EB D ~ RJO + PJD, where RJO + PJD is the Sz:EP extension 
induced by ffi = R + P. 
Proof: As in the proof of theorem 4 we define 
(b1 +0, {h +D)+(b2+0, fJ2+D)=(b1 +b2+0, fJ1 +fJ2+D), 
(b1 +0, fJ1 +D)(b2+0, fJ2+D) = (b1b2+ ({J1 +D)z(b2+0) + ({J2+D)z(b1 +0), 
(b1 +0)!({32 +D)+ (b2 +0)z({J1 +D)+ {J1{J2) for the addition and multiplication 
inRJO + PJD, where by definition: ({J +D)z(b+O) ={Jzb+O, (b+O)z({J+D)= 
=bz{J+D. Using the fact that DzR k: 0 and OzP k: D one easily proves 
that these definitions are independent on the particular choice of the 
representatives in the classes. As these functions also satisfy the con-
ditions (10)-(15) we have obtained a Sz:EP extension ffi' =RJO + PJD of 
RJO and PJD. The map (b, {J)-+ (b+O, {J+D) is a homomorphism of ffi 
onto ffi'. The kernel of this homomorphism is the ideal 0 EB D in ffi. 
This proves the theorem. 
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